
Spirit 40-Days -Lenten Journey  
 

My soul Thirsts 

My soul is my life. It has taken a very long time to figure this out and honor what comes 

from this.  

My spirit resides in my soul and comforts me, honors me, speaks to the world about me- 

when I let it. 

All too often the world jumps up and appears to be the ‘real me’. 

The ‘Me’ living in an outside reality but all along this is a mask, a mask made more real by 

the energy I invest in it. All too often, I bow and pay homage to a false God that shows up as 

me in the outside world when the real me is patiently, calmly waiting to be acknowledged. 

 

The Real God 

My God or the God of my aging seems to be a mirage. I know this sounds a mite harsh but 

it’s what I am thinking. You know like in the desert when you are searching and you are 

parched and dry and out of the sands rises the city of your dreams! There he is or is it a she 

arising out of my hopes and dreams, my failures and needs and wants.  

Is God real I ask myself? I want so to believe it is so but can I grasp such a concept?  

Even just a little bit? 

 

Disguised Idols 

I’m thinking religion is a man-made God. You know the 10 commandments say-thou shalt 

not have or is it harbor false Gods before me. OK so we re-label it.  

No more little chatzches, wooden idols, dolls, trinkets-aha here is the answer…we’ll disguise 

our idols so we only have one real big one and we’ll label it so folks think it is all about the 

one God! Religion-we’ll call it religion.  

Well, that didn’t work now we have a bizzilion of these! 

 

Judging This and That 

Seems to me that trying to define Spirituality brings us face-to-face with judgement. As 

soon as we hold ourselves up to the mirror to reflect upon our spirituality we end up dividing 

it into good spirituality and not so good spirituality.  



We use adjectives and adverbs to describe it like “true” (as vs. untrue) developed, expressed 

saintly, devoted-all of which require a judgement about spirituality – how to access it, how 

to express it.  

Maybe we just leave well enough alone and let it be- 

 

Busy Times 

When I think of mindfulness I immediately come up with the tenant taught us all in 

kindergarten-“one at a time children, take your turn, one at a time please.” At least I heard 

that often as we made our way in our new found school environment with our new found 

responsible adult-our teacher. 

Not bad advice actually. I think in our busy world and our busy lives looking at things-

approaching things one-at-a-time gives us a chance to really see, feel, experience life in the 

Now. It’s a rather simple concept that reminds us to be patient with ourselves and everything 

around us and to take our time – two very good ways to be. 

 

Prayer is Here 

The good thing about prayer is there is no audience. So much of what we do is done with 

others in mind, how we look, sound, feel to others or we are doing for ourselves but lurking 

in the background is the audience, alive or dead; the theater crowd we are playing to or 

preparing to play to. 

But prayer, that gem of an activity, is without exposure. It is a time when we go into a place 

of only us- a place of being in the presence mostly our own for no one but ourselves.  

This truly paves the way for sincere expression and meaningful exchange so seldom found 

in our everyday activity. 

 

An Ending 

Endings for me are hard things to fathom. When I’m in an event-I’m in. Vesting in a 

dream, a belief, and a way of life takes everything I have to give at the time it’s 

happening…when things are over or changing or moving to the end-I need to run to catch up 

with that.  

I’m not too looking forward to much of anything and telling me there’s a better way- a new 

beginning doesn’t exactly excite me. It takes me awhile to unhook from what I’m in to have 

the space to start dreaming again-looking forward to the next happening-having a belief 

that more is coming.  



I think I usually stumble into the next events and then realize I’ve arrived at a new place/a 

new adventure. 

 

Waiting 

I think our tendency is to wait for direction, wait for the nudge to move, make a decision, 

and change when we say, “Yes” to God.  

That’s like waiting to hear it’s OK from a parent or guardian or teacher. It’s all O.K.-no need 

to wait. We are our own direction.  

All of God’s Grace is always at our fingertips. Truth is we live and breathe this stuff. It’s 

what makes us tick if only we allow it to. 

 

Light and Dark 

A truism that comes up for me when I read Matthew 4-16 is that of opposites attract. 

(Matthew: The people who sat in darkness have seen a great light.) 

Light and dark are like that-opposites, but of necessity, they attract. I think they attract 

space-vision-territory. They coexist in all that is. Naturally, there are and will be times when 

we find ourselves on one side or the other.  

I think the important thing is to embrace both, knowing they each fill a space, are attracted, 

and with one comes the other. Where we dwell is our choice but both always exist. 

 

When we Grow 

Harder than telling the truth is to survive growth and embrace it. Voicing the opinion that 
growth is change, an intrinsic part of life, causes my jaw to tighten. Can’t we just come to a 
place of enjoyment and remain there? It’s comfortable, knowable, and something that I can 

understand. 

I find it kind to have someone love me enough to encourage my growth but at the same time, 
I’m the type who grows once shoved!  

Talking change is easy, doing it-looking for it takes my strength away. 

 

The One 

Keeping me whole is this knowledge of the all that is all-the one God. A place to focus, my 

higher order- a security for me that goes beyond words. 



Having been through many other versions of “must haves” I come home-full circle to the 

simple truth where I started; worship and serve the One. That’s it-the alpha and the omega, 

beginning and end, how it all shakes out is this simple truth, not a lot of hard work: one 

sovereign to worship, one God to serve. 

 

The Use of Life 

How true it seems that a life review reveals our indiscriminate use of life. We tend to take 

time at the later stages of life as we think back on how we’ve lived-to reveal to ourselves the 

folly in lots of our choices.  

Yes, we know knowledge comes on the heels of this folly but all in all, one cannot help but 

label many of life’s twists and turns as folly. 

 

The Word 

I cannot help but think that the translation in John which speaks of the beginning being the 

word and all …is mis-translated. Somehow ‘word’ as we relate it to language just doesn’t fit.  

I think in the truer sense it is Spirit as our life energy that begins it all and Spirit is God 

in energy form.  

Thinking of it all in this context lets me relax into living and knowing that whatever I am 

involved in cannot help but be tied up in God. 

 

Freedom 

Freedom is that elusive state of mind we come from. It’s there; deep in our consciousness, we 

value it, believe in it, aspire to it, admire it and at the core of our being – we know we live to 

honor it even tho most all of our world seeks to limit our love affair with freedom. 

I think freedom is built into the human DNA and when our consciousness marries with our 

movement an explosion of vitality occurs and we fly free 

Setting your Sights 

Earth has such a strong pull in the direction of keeping and setting your sights on just 

what is here on earth.  

It takes an awful lot of faith and belief to have a mindset that is not lured by the need to eat, 

the need for shelter, community, security and for keeping the focus on the higher order when 

you can see and feel and touch the earth and the higher order…well you have to believe it but 

usually not see it.  



 

Feel the Touch 

I do love this saying and when I think of it I can focus on Jesus – a human being- I can see 

and feel and touch. (Matthew 17:7 – But Jesus came and touched them, saying; Rise and 

have no fear.”  

Perhaps that’s why it was so important for God to send us a human son, one we can 

experience as a loving spirit. 

 

Fear 

Heck, I am a bundle of fear at any given time. But visualizing Jesus coming to me and 

directing me to rise and have no fear-now that’s direction I can take and find tremendous 

comfort in and my fears have to take a back seat to Jesus’ love. 

 

Life In and Out 

The knowledge that there is an inner and an outer life has saved me in many ways.  

The world and happenings around me used to consume me; still do at times, but with the 

realization that outer (worldly) things and inner (spiritual) things coexist but are of 

differing relativities somehow gives me confidence that I can live in balance.  

I think the serious choice is which one leads at any given moment. 

 

Where God Sits 

For me my busiest times are the ones when I feel farthest from God’s love.  

I get in there intent on sorting things out, work to excess, worry even more and God becomes 

the back-seat driver. You know the one that reminds you of the speed you’re driving, 

cautions you about the traffic up ahead. The voice you nod to and say, “O.K. Thanks,” when 

your inner dialogue is saying, “holy cow, can’t I just drive myself!” even though you know 

the reminders may be warranted.  

It’s at these times when I need to pull over and invite God to sit right up front with me so we 

can navigate the roadways together, for invariably it’s just us two making our way. 

 

 

 



Resting 

Finding rest for the soul is a worthwhile activity. Our souls do need space for rest, 

traditionally a time to regroup, revitalize, realign.  

At the resting time and place being in a state of mind that could be described as gentle, 

humble will promote the rest we need.  

At times of heightened sensitivity, when the ‘real’ world pushes itself on to us, sometimes in 

unreal ways- taking a moment to rest the soul, sitting with gentleness and humility, 

reminding ourselves of our teacher Jesus’ ways always provides the stability we need. 

 

Convinced 

Re: Romans 14:5  “Some people esteem one day as better than another, while others esteem 

all days alike. Let all be fully convinced in their own mind.” 

For me reading this passage, the tunnel leads to the light which glares the words “fully 

convinced” at me.  

Usually I think we are familiar with the concept of what our mind is vested in is what we 

see, believe, and act upon. We give lip service to sayings that enforce our belief in the fact 

that we are what we make ourselves in our minds which reflects on all we see, do, and feel.  

However, here I see that what is stressed is to be fully convinced – the Power to transform our 

world rests on our own mind make up but the good stuff resides and spews forth when we are 

fully convinced. 

 

In the Wilderness 

My understanding of being alone in the wilderness is when I’ve resolved not to invest in the 

myriad ways of healing.  

When I am disconnected from my choices in life, feel like I’m stuck, don’t know what to do, 

am unsure of my own thoughts and feelings –the isolation and loneliness-feeling alone, 

abound. Things multiply too.  

One small thought of a lack of support becomes a very large cavern of deception. 

My lifeline at these times is my prayer work and meditation which lead me and I can reach 

out for a helping hand, read a good rewarding book, attend a beautiful service and I feel 

whole and connected again. 

 

 



What is the Truth 

Suffering codependence and attending their 12-step meetings is perhaps one place where I 

feel I am truly sharing my Truth.  

The commonality of symptoms and behaviors forms a protective band of ‘no judgement’ and 

extends a helping, safe hand to all involved.  

Elsewhere, even with my good friends, I often feel that I am translating a feeling/my Truth 

rather than simply “putting it all out there.” 

I say simply but there is nothing simple about it. For me it is truly a juggling act 

regarding how much to share, what to share and how to say it, then relating with 

encouragement and appreciation to the response when sometimes my thought is, “Now what 

was that all about!” 

 

Boundaries 

Getting older does have its boundaries. My biggest obstacle to enjoying my later years is 

the constant reminder of the many more things, people, places that I cannot relate to.  

I smile as I see a circumstance and think of a time I dealt with that same happening when I 

was younger and what I thought then and know now. 

What comes back to me is conversations with my older family members-my grandmothers, 

aunts, sister.  

I recall how they expressed themselves especially my Mom and her later years’ circle of 

friends.  

I recall all the caring and mostly the laughter, yes that is what I rely upon the joy and 

laughter at life. 

 

The Art of Listening 

Listening is a valuable art.  

There is no end to the learning that can occur when the act of listening takes over.  

Once we allow ourselves to share information and honor the value of listening, all sorts of 

ideas, details, possibilities, realizations, and the like come to the forefront.  

With the help of a listening heart-be that of a parent, friend, or therapist – a soul feels 

comforted and safe space is created where kindness can support active change and indeed a 

greater capacity to fully enjoy life. 



 

We are the World 

The world or we have choices to make for it is true – in actuality we are the world.  

Sometimes as I hear the world news or happenings it gets easier and easier to disassociate 

ourselves from the happenings especially the bad ones when we label the world disasters, 

world affairs around the world, world news and so on.  

The happenings are focused somewhere out there. But I am a part of the “out there.”  

When I take an issue and relate it precisely and personally to me-the real work begins, How 

am I participating in the “in here” events of the day? 

 

Paradise a Playground 

When I think about the world I like to imagine it as one big paradise playground forgetting 

of course that we humans are constantly seeking aggravation –yes, I have said it, our view 

is often colored by the events of the day that we label rather indiscriminately as good, bad or 

perhaps ridiculous or favorable. 

I strive to know that I am a blessed being in a blessed world. I say strive because I think the 

inhabitants of this planet are hard-wired to look for the opposite-at least to understand the 

opposite and work “hard” to improve.  

I say to heck with working hard, why not simply and outrageously enjoy the beauty! 

 

Straight On 

Reflecting on situations that deem us senseless, encourage us to choose less than our 

integrity demands, I find the solution is to keep straightening the compass to due North.  

You know how in hiking the compass moves around as you make your way on the path but 

seeking a completion navigators often say “keep pointing to due North,” or at least acclimate 

yourself to where it is you are in relation to this point.  

I think life is like that, especially relating to moral choices, standing up for justice-we waver 

as the compass does but ultimately gaining ourselves back is pointing straight on 

regardless. 

 

 

 



Speaking Out 

Standing up for what I believe, speaking my truth regardless of the noise all around me is 

an enviable state of being.  

A pure state of awareness with courage and faith encompassing all it touches. 

As I age I realize so very aptly that non-conformance in many situations is the most viable 

choice. 

Most of our lives perhaps are spent in side-stepping this act, turning off our inner voice, the 

mind that reminds us what is just and equitable- and in this our energy, our life blood is 

drained. 

 

Remembering 

Memories for me are inexplicably tied to the times my heart was touched deeply.  

Those times where life wrung every ounce of resistance out of me and I opened to the 

experience like a flower in the spring. 

Regardless of how the experience turned out, good or bad, haunting or exhilarating-if and 

when I breathed with the full passion of my heart – now there’s where a memory has left its 

mark, deeply embellished, indelibly inked, no-carved for all time.  

It is these moments, these memories, which I look back on with pride and feel honored to be 

alive and involved in this life here on earth. 

 

The Balanced Self 

Referring to John 3:6 “That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the 

Spirit is spirit, I take flesh is flesh and spirit is spirit as a reminder of our two human 

qualities like in the symbol of the cross intersecting at the middle, the heart center.  

Both are important halves of the whole human experience. Where we sometimes get confused 

or mislead ourselves is when we either deny ourselves this dual identity or relate more to one 

than the other.  

So too do we mix up the subjects. John reminds us here to keep and honor each in its own 

realm, therein lies our balanced self. 

 

 

 



Changing 

I’m thinking of change as in evolution. Seems my life has been one continual evolving 

from this to that, from not this and not that, to consider possibly this or that. 

As a living being, the nature of being alive is captured in the unending in and out of the 

heart flow, the life blood, changing to adjust to conditions, responding to stimuli, 

intercepting and anticipating needed responses.  

So too we are pulsing and changing as we accommodate and react to life’s movement, inside 

and outside ourselves. Hopefully, the direction is onward and upward but not always; 

sometimes the circuitous route works best. 

Moving Forward 

For women to move forward we must always be moving forward.  

Forward in our thinking, forward in our action, our thoughts, our deeds. Be as a beacon to 

follow.  

But there are times when gathering momentum is just that- a time for gathering—sitting 

back a bit, not taking a back seat in anything but sitting back to re-group, to observe, to 

plan. 

Unfortunately, society as we know it, keeps on keeping on and women seem to always be 

caught in one net of adversity after another.  

I say move on, but never forget the net and its continued encroachment on our freedoms. 

 

Ragged Stems 

The springtime blooming is a spectacular sight.  

Out of the ragged stems of winter encased roses as I cut the dried flowers and bent edges off, 

I carefully work my way around the tiny bud sprouts that are beginning to appear-  

We are like that. 

 

A Dark Period 

After a winter’s discontent-actually any dark period of inactivity and seemingly ended 

vitality, with time the early buds of our life start to appear.  

If only we could be confident that no matter what, the buds come. 

 

 



Outer and Inner 

When the outer appears or shall I say masquerades as the inner (which it all too easily does), 

we fall prey to mixed signals.  

Instead of a steady flow in tune with nature we find ourselves wracked with indecision, 

easily disenchanted on roots having barely survived a surface planting. 

It takes courage and determination to wrench our attention away from our jumble of 

influences and with confidence proceed in the knowing that ‘inner’ knows and the outer is 

seasonal in its influence. 

 

The Other God 

The God of the other person can be very annoying.  

I find it infinitely easier to worship, revere, and strive to understand a God that is 

superfluous to me and anything I come in contact with except of course innocent children 

and animals. It’s hard not to look into their eyes, feel their loving energy, experience their 

unwavering acceptance and not know God. 

 

Understanding 

Most other human experiences I am involved in heck-look too deeply and a lack of 

understanding becomes a giant monster to contend with.  

My years of experience now adding up, however, have proven to me over and over again that 

in front of me, right there front and center, is God showing up in all glory and challenges. 

 

Leading Me 

I find comfort in knowing that God is leading me.  

At times in my life and activities I am afraid the leading has been more like pulling and 

dragging but somehow I think it’s all O.K.  

I’m also thinking that at the beginning and ending of everything is God.  

At the front and back of things – the up and down, forward and back-there’s God – ever-

present, ever guiding-no more than that leading.  

Don’t we all need a magnificent leader in life? 

 

 



The Mundane 

I’m rather liking the mundane things of life!  

Earlier I rushed through these things while I was very busy completing very important 

projects.  

Now, however, in my later years I find comfort and a sense of calm working through the 

mundane.  

I pay attention to the mundane things/tasks in my life.  

I enjoy repetitive action and I feel a greater sense of accomplishment once done.  

I think of the mundane as a part of the solid foundation of my days. 

 

Digging Deep 

Now is a time that I need to “dig deep” to keep my spirits up.  

It’s easy to sink into a state of dis-ease as time is mostly spent alone and not in the 

company of the most exciting people on the planet.  

Invitations slack off, new attractions are of my own making, and new adventures need to 

be planned carefully considering my abilities, including available funds and physical 

stamina. 

 

In the Present 

I try to stay present, dreaming of happiness still to come.  

Memories are of the past and mostly, especially in conversation with others, I refrain from 

repeating the happenings of my past.  

I save those happening for me along-for times when I daydream or wallow in a memory of a 

past times and people and I rejoice in my blessings although I wish some of this was 

happening for me now as the feelings are so present. 

 

A Fantasy Place 

The tomorrow of today is a fantasy place for me.  

We all know it’s a real place in time; a place available to us all; a place we remember but oh, 

it’s so out of our reach most times. 

The End 


